I. INTRODUCTION

1. This Legal Opinion is provided by the International Commission of Jurists at the request of the Center for Reproductive Rights, for submission to the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women, in relation to that Committee’s consideration of the Case of Alyne da Silva Pimentel v. Federative Republic of Brazil.

2. The International Commission of Jurists is an international non-governmental organization, established in 1952 and headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland. It comprises 60 eminent jurists, who represent the different legal systems of the world. It works to advance the rule of law and to ensure the domestic implementation of international human rights law. In this context it endeavors to promote States’ compliance with their international human rights legal obligations, to support efforts to combat impunity and ensure legal accountability for human rights violations, and to advance victims’ access to remedies, including reparations.

3. In the Case of Alyne da Silva Pimentel v. Federative Republic of Brazil the applicants allege that through its failure to provide Alyne da Silva Pimentel with appropriate maternal health care, including emergency services, which resulted in her death, the Federative Republic of Brazil violated its international legal obligations to ensure the right of women to exercise and enjoy their rights to life and the highest attainable standard of health on a basis of equality with men and free of discrimination on the basis of sex. In this regard the applicants allege a violation of Articles 2 and 12 of the Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women.

4. This Legal Opinion will address the content of general international human rights law as it pertains to the provision of appropriate maternal health care and specifically emergency obstetric care. In that framework, it will consider whether the right to the highest attainable standard of health (hereinafter the right to health) requires States to provide a certain quality or standard of maternal health care, and specifically emergency obstetric care. It will then address the application of the right of women to exercise and enjoy the right to health, and the right to life, on a basis of equality with men, and free from discrimination on the basis of sex, in relation to the provision of good quality maternal health care, and specifically emergency obstetric care. Finally it will address the international obligation, including under the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, to provide the victims of human rights violations with an effective remedy.

5. It is important to recall at the outset that under international human rights law a State cannot excuse itself from performance of a legal obligation by delegating its responsibilities under that obligation to a private body or individual. In the words of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, the conduct “of a person or entity which, though not a state body, is authorized by the State legislation to exercise powers entailing the authority of the State (…) must be deemed to be an act by the State, inasmuch as such person acted in such capacity. Hence, the acts performed by any entity, either public or private, which is empowered to act in
a State capacity, may be deemed to be acts for which the State is directly liable, as it happens when services are rendered on behalf of the State.  

6. It is notable, in the context of the present case, that the Inter-American Court has directly applied this reasoning to the provision of health care in the Federative Republic of Brazil, holding that in relation to public health care, the system in that country is such that, "when health care services are public, it is the State which renders them directly to the population, through its Single Health System. This public health care system is primarily offered at public hospitals; notwithstanding when in a region of the country there are not enough public hospitals to provide health care services to all patients, private institutions, as supplementary agents and by virtue of contracts or agreements entered into (...) may also provide health care under the umbrella of the Single Health System. In both cases, whether the patient is admitted into a public hospital or a private institution which operates by virtue of a contract or an agreement entered into with the SUS, the patient is under the care of the Brazilian public health system, that is, of the State." 

II. THE INTERNATIONAL LEGAL OBLIGATION ON STATES TO REALIZE THE RIGHT TO HEALTH

7. International human rights law obliges States to realize the right to health. This means that States must not only refrain from interfering in the enjoyment of the right to health but that they must take positive proactive measures to realize the right. Conduct involving affirmative acts and conduct of omission or failure to take necessary measures can give rise to a violation of the right to health.

8. Safeguarding the right to health, among other things, requires States to ensure the provision of "timely and appropriate health care." States must also ensure "the appropriate training of doctors and other medical personnel," while "functioning public health and health-care facilities, goods and services (...) have to be available in sufficient quantity," and "must also be scientifically and medically appropriate and of good quality." 

9. Compliance with the correlative obligations stemming from the right to health, including the obligation to ensure the provision of timely and appropriate health care, places particular requirements on States in relation to maternal health. Specifically, it necessitates the provision of appropriate maternal health care. The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, in its analysis of the obligation to realize the right to health under Article 12 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, has affirmed that States are required "to ensure reproductive, maternal (pre-natal as well as post-natal) and child health care." The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women enshrines this obligation expressly, providing in Article 12(2) that States "shall ensure to women appropriate services in connection with pregnancy, confinement and the post-natal period."

10. Ensuring the provision of "appropriate services" in respect of reproductive and maternal health care necessarily includes the requirement that States provide emergency obstetric
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services. In the words of the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, “it is a duty of States to ensure women’s right to safe motherhood and emergency obstetric services.” Similarly the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has emphasized that “public health infrastructures should provide for sexual and reproductive health services, including safe motherhood,” and that Article 12.2(a) of the Convention on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, “may be understood as requiring (...) pre and post-natal care, emergency obstetric services.” Additionally, the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the Right to Health has underlined that the right to health of women entitles them to “key technical interventions for the prevention of maternal mortality, including (...) emergency obstetric care.”

11. In line with the analysis above, the scope of the State’s obligation in respect of the right to health extends beyond mere “provision” by States of maternal health care and services. In order to comply with their obligations States must ensure that the maternal health care, including emergency obstetric care, they provide to women, is readily available, accessible, medically appropriate, of good quality and that doctors and medical personnel are appropriately trained.

The Nature of the Obligation on States to Provide Maternal Health Care, Including Obstetric Care

12. International human rights law imposes certain obligations in relation to the right to health which States must perform to immediate effect. Other right to health obligations are subject to progressive realization, meaning that they do not necessarily need to be realized fully at once, but instead, in the words of the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, may be subject to a “specific and continuing obligation to move as expeditiously and effectively as possible towards (...) full realization.”

13. Certain obligations which must be performed to immediate effect are classed as “minimum core obligations.” These oblige States to “ensure the satisfaction of, at the very least, minimum essential levels“ of the right to health. In the words of the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights “a State cannot, under any circumstances whatsoever, justify its non-compliance with the core obligations.” As a matter of course it follows that violations of the right to health occur when a State fails to satisfy its minimum core obligations.

14. The Committee on Economic Social and Cultural Rights has affirmed that the obligation on States “to ensure reproductive, maternal (pre-natal as well as post-natal) and child health care“ is of “comparable priority“ to States’ minimum core obligations.
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15. Moreover “minimum essential levels” of the right to health to which the “minimum core obligations” of the right to health apply, have been widely and explicitly held to include “essential primary health care.” In turn, primary health care has been defined as “essential health care,” and is recognized as including maternal health care. More specifically, there can be no question but that certain essential forms of obstetric care which can, and are necessary to, save the life of a woman in a pregnancy or childbirth related emergency are encompassed within essential primary health care.

16. Accessible, medically appropriate and good quality maternal health care, including emergency obstetric care, is no doubt a core minimum obligation constitutive of the right to health. It should be noted, however, that even if aspects of the obligation to provide good quality maternal health-care and emergency obstetric care were considered to be subject to progressive realization, the failure of a State to ensure the provision of good quality maternal health-care and emergency obstetric care would nonetheless amount to a violation of women’s right to health, unless that State were able to demonstrate that “every effort has nevertheless been made to use all available resources at its disposal” to provide such health-care, “as expeditiously and effectively as possible” and “as a matter of priority.”

III. THE INTERNATIONAL LEGAL OBLIGATION TO ENSURE THE RIGHT OF WOMEN TO EXERCISE AND ENJOY THEIR HUMAN RIGHTS ON THE BASIS OF EQUALITY WITH MEN AND FREE FROM DISCRIMINATION ON THE BASIS OF SEX

17. States are obliged under international human rights law to ensure the equal right of men and women to the enjoyment of all human rights and to guarantee its corollary: the exercise of those rights without discrimination of any kind on the basis of sex. As defined by Article 1 of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, such discrimination is “any distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex which has the effect or purpose of impairing or nullifying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise by women, irrespective of their marital status, on a basis of equality of men and women, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural, civil or any other field.”
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18. The obligation to guarantee women's right to the equal enjoyment of human rights requires States to respect, protect and fulfill this right.\(^\text{34}\) Within this obligation, States must "refrain from discriminatory actions that directly or indirectly result in the denial of the equal right of men and women\(^\text{35}\) in the enjoyment of human rights. They also must take positive proactive "steps to ensure that in practice men and women enjoy their (...) rights on a basis of equality."\(^\text{36}\) Conduct comprising either actions or failures to act (omissions) can amount to a violation of the obligation to guarantee women's equal right to the enjoyment of human rights and non-discrimination on the basis of sex.

19. In addition, these obligations concerning the equal enjoyment of rights require States to ensure "both \textit{de facto} and \textit{de jure} equality,"\(^\text{37}\) and to eliminate both formal and substantive discrimination.\(^\text{38}\) In that context impermissible discrimination on grounds of sex and women's inequality in relation to the enjoyment of human rights may result not only from legislation and legal measures, but from a range of conduct and practice. States must ensure the equal enjoyment of human rights and non-discrimination in respect of those rights, in both law and practice.\(^\text{39}\) Towards that end, the enactment of legal and/or policy frameworks that mandate equal treatment and/or proscribe discrimination in relation to the exercise of human rights will constitute necessary steps. By themselves, however, such steps will rarely be adequate. As the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women has underlined a "purely formal legal or programmatic approach is not sufficient to achieve women's \textit{de facto} equality with men,"\(^\text{40}\) instead, in the words of the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, "eliminating discrimination in practice requires paying sufficient attention to groups of individuals which suffer historical or persistent prejudice (...) States parties must therefore immediately adopt the necessary measures to prevent, diminish and eliminate the conditions and attitudes which cause or perpetuate substantive or \textit{de facto} discrimination."\(^\text{41}\)

20. Furthermore, the obligation to ensure that women are not subjected to discrimination on grounds of sex in the exercise of human rights extends to both direct and indirect discrimination on the basis of sex.\(^\text{42}\) Consequently, States must both eliminate plainly discriminatory laws, policies, programmes and practices and they must ensure that seemingly gender-neutral measures do not have a discriminatory effect in real terms. Discrimination and inequality in the enjoyment of human rights may be both covert and overt.\(^\text{43}\) Moreover, conduct which results effectively in discrimination on grounds of sex need not be undertaken with discriminatory intent in order to contravene the right of women to equal enjoyment of human rights and non-discrimination in the exercise of those rights on the basis of sex.\(^\text{44}\)

21. Crucially, ensuring women's equal enjoyment of human rights and non-discrimination in the exercise of those rights will at times require States to recognise gender differences and act accordingly. In this respect, the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women has asserted that "it is not enough to guarantee women treatment that is identical to that of men. Rather, biological as well as socially and culturally constructed differences
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between women and men must be taken into account. Under certain circumstances, non-
identical treatment of women and men will be required in order to address such differences."45

(a) The Right to Health

22. As a matter of course these obligations regarding non-discrimination and equality apply in
relation to the right to health,46 and this has been explicitly confirmed by both the Committee
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights47 and by the Committee on the Elimination of
Discrimination against Women.48 More specifically, the obligation to ensure women’s equal
enjoyment of human rights is an “immediate and primary obligation,”49 while the requirement
that States “ensure the right of access to health facilities, goods and services on a non-
discriminatory basis,”50is recognized as one of the minimum core obligations forming part of
the obligation to realize the right to health. As such, a State must, with immediate effect,
guarantee the right of women to exercise and enjoy their right to health on the basis of
equality with men and free from discrimination based on sex.51 Indeed, as the Committee on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has underlined, a failure to ensure formal and
substantive equality in women’s enjoyment of the right to health constitutes a violation of that
right.52

23. Article 12(1) of the Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women obliges
States to “take all appropriate measures to (...) to ensure, on a basis of equality of men and
women, access to health care services.” Similarly in the context of its analysis of equality and
non-discrimination in relation to the right to health the Committee on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights has emphasized the need to ensure “equality of access to health care and
health services,”53 and has underlined the obligation on States to “prevent any discrimination
on internationally prohibited grounds in the provision of health care and health services.”54 In
interpreting the meaning of Article 12(1) of the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of
Discrimination against Women the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against
Women has held that, “the duty of States to ensure, on a basis of equality between men and
women, access to health care services (...) implies an obligation to respect, protect and fulfill
women’s right’s to health care.”55

24. Specifically, the Committee has noted that “measures to eliminate discrimination against
women are considered to be inappropriate if a health care system lacks services to prevent,
detect and treat illnesses specific to women.”56 As such, health-care policies and measures
must address the “distinctive features and factors which differ for women in comparison to
men, such as (...) their menstrual cycle and their reproductive function.”57

25. As a result of their biological features and reproductive function, only women, not men, suffer
obstetric complications. The health-care interventions needed to save their lives in pregnancy
or childbirth related emergencies are well known. Indeed it is estimated that 74 per cent of
maternal deaths could be prevented if all women had access to such interventions.58 Yet in
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many countries there has been no significant reduction in the rates of maternal mortality, even while progress has been made in the provision of health-care more generally, and in tackling certain health concerns which apply to both men and women. Moreover, as highlighted by the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the Right to Health, “there is no single cause of death and disability for men between the ages of 15 and 44 that is close to the magnitude of maternal death and disability.”

26. Rates of maternal mortality in a State that are relatively and disproportionately high compared to other countries of a similar level of development and economic growth, may reveal de facto discrimination and inequality in relation to women’s enjoyment and exercise of the right to health. Indeed they may reflect the assessment of the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights that “women are often denied equal enjoyment of their human rights, in particular by virtue of the lesser status ascribed to them by tradition and custom, or as a result of overt or covert discrimination.” In that context, a State’s failure to provide, and/or prioritise the provision of good quality maternal health care and specifically emergency obstetric services, may contravene its obligation to guarantee the right of women to the equal enjoyment of the right to health, and to the exercise of that right free from discrimination based on sex, including through equal access to health-care.

27. Indeed the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the Right to Health has observed the principles of equality and non-discrimination “underpin prioritization of interventions – such as emergency obstetric care – that can guarantee women’s right to health on the basis of non-discrimination and equality.” Likewise, the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights considers that in order to eliminate discrimination against women, a major goal of any national health strategy “should be reducing women’s health risks, particularly lowering rates of maternal mortality.”

28. It follows that, as expressly provided for under Article 12(2) of the Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, States must “ensure to women appropriate services in connection with pregnancy, confinement and the post-natal period.” To that end, States must allocate the maximum extent of all available resources to the provision of emergency obstetric services.

29. A failure by a State over a number of years to reduce the rates of preventable maternal mortality as a result of “inappropriate health resource allocation” will amount to impermissible discrimination. Indeed, as expressed by the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, “studies such as those which emphasize the high maternal mortality and morbidity rates (…) provide an important indication for States parties of possible breaches of their duties to ensure women’s access to health care.”

(b) Right to Life

30. Depending on the particular circumstances a State’s failure to provide good quality maternal health care may also impact women’s equal enjoyment and exercise of a number of rights beyond the right to health. For example where a woman dies as a result of a failure to
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provide good quality emergency obstetric care, the responsibility of the state may be engaged in respect of a violation of the right to life, including as provided under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the American Convention on Human Rights.\(^{68}\)

31. Under international human rights law States are obliged not only to refrain from the unlawful taking of life, but also to take steps to safeguard the lives of those within its jurisdiction.\(^{69}\) In some instances this includes the obligation to provide health-care, and specifically emergency health care.\(^{70}\) In order to ensure the right of women to exercise and enjoy their right to life on the basis of equality with men and free from discrimination on the basis of sex, States must take adequate measures to safeguard the lives of women on an equal basis with those of men, including, where applicable, in the provision of emergency health-care. In line with the analysis of the principles of equality and non-discrimination above, such measures must address “distinctive features and factors which differ for women in comparison to men, such as (...) biological factors which differ for women in comparison with men, such as (...) their reproductive function.”\(^{71}\)

32. As a result, in order to protect women’s enjoyment of the right to life on an equal basis with men, States must provide full and timely access of women to good quality emergency obstetric care. Indeed, the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women has held that measures should be taken “to reduce maternal mortality rates and protect women’s right to life by ensuring full and timely access of all women to emergency obstetric care.”\(^{72}\) Moreover, in its analysis of the right of women to the enjoyment of the right to life on an equal basis with men, the Human Rights Committee has highlighted the need for States to look at rates of “pregnancy and childbirth related deaths of women.”\(^{73}\) It has also noted that “so as to guarantee the right to life, the State party should strengthen its efforts in that regard, in particular in ensuring the accessibility of health services, including emergency obstetric care. The State party should ensure that its health workers receive adequate training.”\(^{74}\)

(c) Inter-Sectional/Multiple Discrimination

33. States’ obligations to ensure the right of women to exercise and enjoy their human rights on a basis of equality with men, and free from discrimination on the basis of sex, require an additional level of vigilance and prioritization in relation to ensuring access to good quality maternal health-care, including emergency obstetric care, by women who may be at risk of multi-dimensional or intersectional discrimination.

34. In the words of the Committee on Economic Social and Cultural Rights “some individuals or groups of individuals face discrimination on more than one of the prohibited grounds, for example women belonging to an ethnic or religious minority. Such cumulative discrimination
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has a unique and specific impact on individuals and merits particular consideration and remedying.\textsuperscript{75} This aspect of discrimination has also been underlined by the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, which has noted that “certain groups of women in addition to suffering from discrimination directed against them as women, may also suffer from multiple forms of discrimination based on additional grounds such as race, ethnic or religious identity, disability, age, class, case or other factors.”\textsuperscript{76} Similarly the Human Rights Committee has noted that discrimination against women is often intertwined with discrimination on other grounds such as race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.\textsuperscript{77} The Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination has noted that “there are circumstances in which racial discrimination only or primarily affects women, or affects women in a different way or to a different degree than men,”\textsuperscript{78} and “racial discrimination may have consequences that affect primarily or only women.”\textsuperscript{79}

35. The heightened impact of such multiple forms of discrimination has a definitive effect in relation to women’s access to good quality maternal health-care, including emergency obstetric care. Indeed, the Special Rapporteur on the Right to Health has underlined that “marginalized women, such as women living in poverty and ethnic minority or indigenous women are more vulnerable to maternal mortality.”\textsuperscript{80} The Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women has stressed that States must pay particular attention to the rates at which they have reduced maternal mortality “in vulnerable groups, regions and communities.”\textsuperscript{81} Moreover, in the words of the Special Rapporteur on the Right to Health, the principles of equality and non-discrimination give rise to the need to “promote more equitable distribution of health care, including provision in rural or poor areas, or areas with high indigenous or minority populations.”\textsuperscript{82}

IV. THE INTERNATIONAL LEGAL OBLIGATION TO ENSURE AN EFFECTIVE REMEDY AND APPROPRIATE REPARATION IN CASES OF VIOLATIONS OF THE RIGHTS TO LIFE AND HEALTH AND THE RIGHT OF WOMEN TO EXERCISE AND ENJOY THESE RIGHTS ON THE BASIS OF EQUALITY WITH MEN AND FREE FROM DISCRIMINATION ON THE BASIS OF SEX.

36. It is a general principle of all legal systems that the violation of a legal right gives rise to the right to a remedy, and indeed, States are obliged under international human rights law to provide an effective remedy to anyone who alleges a violation of their human rights.\textsuperscript{83} This obligation is enshrined in international and regional human rights instruments\textsuperscript{84} and its importance has been outlined and underscored repeatedly in the jurisprudence of international and regional judicial and quasi-judicial bodies.\textsuperscript{85} Remedies must be both
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procedural and substantive. This means that the State must provide access to a remedial forum, unencumbered by jurisdictional or other procedural barriers which would render the formal right illusory or ineffective and that it must provide for appropriate reparation in the event that a violation is established.

37. As a matter of course this obligation applies in relation to alleged violations of the rights to life, health and equality and non-discrimination in the enjoyment and exercise those rights.

38. Indeed, the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women requires States to “establish legal protection of the rights of women on an equal basis with men and to ensure through competent national tribunals and other public institutions the effective protection of women against any act of discrimination.” In the specific context of women’s right to health the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women has underlined that “the duty of States to ensure, on a basis of equality between men and women, access to health care services (…) implies an obligation to respect, protect and fulfill women’s right to health care. States parties have the responsibility to ensure that legislation and executive action comply with these three obligations. They must also put in place a system which ensures effective judicial action. Failure to do will constitute a violation.”

39. The Committee on Economic Social and Cultural Rights has indicated that in relation to the rights enshrined in the International Covenant on Economic, Social, Cultural Rights “the fundamental requirements of international human rights law must be borne in mind. Thus (…) appropriate means of redress, or remedies must be available to any aggrieved individual or group, and appropriate means of ensuring governmental accountability must be put in place.” More specifically in relation to the right to health, the Committee has underlined that “any person or group victim of violation of the right to health should have access to effective judicial or other appropriate remedies at both national and international levels.” Moreover, in relation to the right of women to exercise and enjoy their human rights on the basis of equality with men and free from discrimination on the basis of sex the Committee has reiterated that when that right is called into question States are required to “make available and accessible appropriate remedies.”

40. The Human Rights Committee has held that in order to comply with their obligations to guarantee the rights enshrined in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, including both the right to life, and the right of women to exercise and enjoy that right on the basis of equality with men and free from discrimination on the basis of sex, States “must ensure that individuals also have accessible and effective remedies.”

What Constitutes an Effective Remedy?

41. As will be explained below the forum and nature of a remedy may be variable depending on the formal source of right. However, in order to meet the requirements of international human rights law, whatever its nature or form, the remedy must not be theoretical or illusory, but meaningful in practice. It must entail recourse to an independent and impartial authority, which has the power and capacity to (a) investigate and decide whether or not a violation has taken place and (b) offer an appropriate remedy in terms of ordering cessation and/or reparation. Moreover the process must be prompt and accessible and any decision made must be enforceable.
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89 CESCR, General Comment No. 14, Para. 59.

90 CESCR General Comment No. 16, Para. 21. See also CESCR General Comment No. 20, Para. 40: “institutions dealing with allegations of discrimination (…) should be accessible to everyone without discrimination. These institutions should adjudicate or investigate complaints promptly, impartially and independently and address alleged violations.”
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(a) Judicial Remedies

42. In many instances compliance with the obligation to provide an effective remedy will require States to provide a judicial remedy. This right to a judicial remedy will be unrestricted when a woman dies in a pregnancy related emergency which gives rise to allegations of violations of her right to life; right to health and/or to her right to exercise and enjoy these rights on the basis of equality with men and free from discrimination on the basis of sex. Indeed, as noted above the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women has underlined that in the context of ensuring women’s equal enjoyment and exercise of the right to health, States must also “put in place a system which ensures effective judicial action. Failure to do so will constitute a violation.”

43. It is notable that the Inter-American Court of Human Rights requires States to afford effective judicial remedies to the victims of all human rights violations under the American Convention without exception. Additionally, the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has noted that there are some obligations, “such as (…) those concerning non-discrimination, in relation to which the provision of (…) a judicial remedy would seem indispensable.” Furthermore, the European Court of Human Rights also requires a judicial remedy in cases where a violation of the right to life is alleged. Indeed, it has specifically noted that the obligations to guarantee the right to life and the right to an effective remedy “require an effective independent judicial system to be set up so that the cause of death of patients in the care of the medical profession (…) can be determined and those responsible made accountable.”

44. Even in situations where a judicial remedy is not always required, other remedies may need to be “reinforced or complemented by judicial remedies,” and “an ultimate right of judicial appeal” will usually be appropriate.

(b) General Requirements

45. In certain instances although a State may have some discretion as to what kind of judicial remedy it makes available, it must nonetheless ensure that the remedy is effective. This means that a remedy must meet the requirements outlined in Paragraph 40 above. It must not be theoretical or illusory, but meaningful in practice. It must entail recourse to an independent and impartial authority, which has the power and capacity to (a) investigate and decide whether or not a violation has taken place and, (b) offer an appropriate remedy in terms of ordering cessation and/or reparation. Moreover the process must be prompt and accessible and any decision made must be enforceable.

46. The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has held that in general “remedies should be accessible, affordable, timely and effective.” Likewise, in the specific context of discrimination in the exercise of human rights, it has noted that institutions dealing with allegations of discrimination “should adjudicate or investigate complaints promptly, impartially and independently and address alleged violations.”

47. The Inter-American Court of Human Rights has underlined that it is not sufficient to simply provide a formal judicial remedy: “it must also be effective, i.e., it must be capable of
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producing results or providing answers to violations of rights."\(^{101}\) It must provide "effective recourse to guarantee the rights to justice, the knowledge of the truth and reparations to the relatives,"\(^{102}\) and must effectively contribute to "ending impunity, ensuring non-repetition of the harmful acts and guaranteeing the free and full exercise of the rights protected."\(^{103}\) As such, a remedy must be capable of giving rise to "a statement on the State’s responsibility for the violation of rights,"\(^{104}\) and must be concluded within a reasonable time-period.\(^{105}\) In assessing whether or not the time-period concerned has been reasonable the Inter-American Court of Human Rights will consider "(a) the complexity of the matter, (b) the procedural activities carried out by the interested party, and (c) the conduct of the judicial authorities."\(^{106}\) Indeed, in one case the Court held that no decision had been given six years after legal proceedings were initiated regarding a situation involving, "only one victim, who has been clearly identified and who died in a health care institution,"\(^{107}\) a remedy had not been provided within a sufficiently prompt time-frame.

48. Similarly the European Court of Human Rights has held that a remedy "must be ‘effective’ in practice as well as in law. In particular its exercise must not be unjustifiably hindered by the acts or omissions of the authorities."\(^{108}\) The remedy must be capable of establishing what happened, whether or not a violation took place, and of identifying the source of responsibility.\(^{109}\) Indeed, as noted above, the Court has underlined that when a patient dies in the care of the medical profession a remedy must be provided which is capable of establishing the cause of death and holding those responsible accountable.\(^{110}\) Moreover, the Court has held repeatedly that any such remedies must be provided within a reasonable time. In assessing whether a State has complied with this requirement it will look at factors similar to those taken into account by the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, including the complexity of the case, whether or not the conduct of the applicants contributed to the length of time involved, and the nature of the relevant authorities’ conduct.\(^{111}\)

49. As such it is clear that in any assessment of whether or not a particular set of legal proceedings comply with the requirements of the obligation to provide an effective remedy, the amount of time which lapses between the commencement of those proceedings and a final decision, will be a key consideration. Although the particular circumstances of every individual situation must be taken into account, where over a number of years a set of legal proceedings have not progressed significantly and where that lack of progression is not attributable to the conduct of the applicants, those proceedings presumptively will not constitute an effective remedy as required by international human rights law. This is all the more probable where the situation at issue involves only one victim whose identity is not in question.

50. Furthermore, the competency and capacity of the judicial or non-judicial body in question to find that a human rights violation has occurred, to ensure an investigation and to identify those responsible will also be important factors in determining whether or not a remedy is effective. To satisfy the requirements of the international legal obligation to provide an effective remedy, legal proceedings must at their conclusion provide an explicit recognition as
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to whether or not a human rights violation has taken place, and the extent and nature of State responsibility in that regard.

51. The substantive reparation which States are required to ensure to victims of human rights violations includes, but is not limited to, monetary damages. Restitution, rehabilitation, satisfaction and guarantees of non-repetition may be required in addition to compensation. The stated needs and wishes of the victims are paramount in determining the appropriate forms of reparation. For example, in practical terms, compensation may include both material and moral damages; satisfaction may take the form of a recognition of wrongful behavior and apology, while guarantees of non-repetition might require States to take measures to address the immediate cause of the violation and/or to systematically reform laws, policies or practices giving rise to the violation.